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Abstract: We experimentally demonstrate a means to selectively enhance wavelength conversion 
of WDM channels on a 100 GHz grid exploiting nonlinear effects between the spatial modes 
of a few mode fiber. The selectivity of parametric gain is obtained by dispersion design of the 
fiber such that the inverse group velocity curves of the participating modes are parallel and their 
dispersion is suitably large. We describe both theoretically and experimentally the observed 
dependence of the idler gain profile on pump mode (quasi) degeneracy.
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1. Introduction

Parametric processes arising from the χ(3) nonlinearity have already been exploited to implement 
a number of signal processing functionalities. These include, for instance, all-optical amplification 
of signals, phase-sensitive amplification and wavelength conversion [1–3]. Most demonstrations 
involving these functionalities have been based on single-mode waveguides, such as highly 
nonlinear fibers and silicon photonic devices, where it has been shown that efficient generation 
of parametric effects over broad spectral ranges is possible through sophisticated dispersion 
engineering. Broadband performance requires operating near the zero dispersion wavelength of 
the waveguide and maintaining low dispersion across the wavelengths of interest; the challenges 
in the design and implementation of such optical waveguide properties should not be 
underestimated. Furthermore, a pitfall of having low dispersion in single-mode nonlinear 
systems is that it gives rise to unintended interactions between the input waves, such as four-
wave mixing (FWM) induced signal-to-signal crosstalk [4]. If the objective is to act on a 
specific signal wavelength (such as for amplification or wavelength conversion), then accurate 
control over fourth-order dispersion (β4) [5] is needed, which is difficult to achieve due to design 
and fabrication challenges.

While inter-modal (IM) FWM was first demonstrated several decades ago [6], inter-modal 
nonlinear phenomena in waveguides have been the subject of renewed theoretical and experimental 
interest due to the rich and complex behaviour they exhibit [7–10] and because of their relevance 
in emerging communications, fiber laser and quantum technologies [ 11–19]. For example, some 
limitations of the single-mode systems mentioned above can be overcome if more than one spatial 
mode of the waveguide can be allowed to interact nonlinearly. This allows the opportunity for 
exploiting additional degrees of freedom: not only can frequencies in the same mode interact by 
mediation of χ(3), but now each frequency and mode pair can be coupled nonlinearly to another 
such pair as part of an inter-modal (IM) FWM interaction. This fact, along with the ability to
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dispersion engineer the modes of a waveguide, can provide additional control over certain signal
processing functionalities. Recently, we used inter-modal (IM) FWM Bragg Scattering [20]
(discussed in the following section) for wavelength conversion of optical signals from the C-band
to the L-band using a few-mode fiber (FMF) [21], and the same was done in a silicon waveguide
in a separate work [22]. Dispersion engineering of the waveguides was also used to further
enhance the bandwidths over which the conversion was achieved [23, 24].
More recently, we demonstrated preliminary results on a new application of IM FWM: the

selective conversion of wavelength division multiplexed (WDM) channels on a 100 GHz grid [25].
This was achieved by exploiting IM FWM Bragg Scattering between the spatial modes of a
few-mode fiber (FMF). In this paper, we expand on that study and investigate experimentally and
numerically the influence of pump mode degeneracy on channel selectivity.

2. Selective inter-modal Bragg scattering

Fig. 1. The wave configuration used in the experiment in which the pumps are in a higher
order mode and the signal is in the fundamental mode. The modes and wavelengths are
shown at the top, whereas the inverse group velocity curves and their relationship with phase
matching are shown at the bottom.

The principle of IM FWM Bragg Scattering is shown in Fig. 1. To illustrate the concept, we
assume the fiber to be isotropic with fully degenerate mode groups. The pumps (in mode LP11)
are at frequencies ωp1 and ωp2, while the first of the two signals (in mode LP01) lies at ωs . As
seen in the top part of Fig. 1, a Bragg Scattering idler, whose frequency is determined by energy
conservation, emerges at ωBSr = ωs +ωp2 −ωp1 (see the wave marked as PM Idler in the figure).

The spatial mode diversity of this scheme has a significant role in phase-matching the process.
The (relative) inverse group velocity (IGV) curves of the two participating modes are shown at
the bottom of Fig. 1. Phase matching is achieved for the PM Idler if v−1

g evaluated at the average
of the frequencies in mode LP11 (i.e. the pump frequencies) equals v−1

g evaluated at the average
of the two frequencies belonging to mode LP01 [19, 23]. This is depicted by the horizontal
dashed line in Fig. 1. Therefore, maximum idler generation at ωBSr occurs when the signal is
placed at a separation ∆ωps from the pumps. Any other signals present in the vicinity, such as
the second signal shown in red in the Fig. 1, are expected not to undergo efficient conversion.
Further, phase-matching can only hold when the pumps located at ωp1 and ωp2 are in the LP11
mode, since the IGV curves of other higher-order modes will not generally satisfy the condition
presented in Fig. 1. The higher the dispersion (or IGV slopes), the faster the ‘average’ IGVs get
displaced from each other, and the narrower the bandwidth of signal frequencies over which idler
gain is available.
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If the IGV curves are parallel, then we can select the signal to be converted by shifting the
pump frequencies accordingly. For example, in order to convert the second signal (shown to the
right of ωs) in Fig. 1, the pump frequencies need to be shifted to those given by the dashed green
lines. This will result in the idler generation at the dashed blue line being phase-matched (values
of v−1

g at the new average frequencies will match), whereas the first idler should now be far from
phase-matching (provided that the dispersion is high enough).
It is worth noting that this scheme does not require the zero dispersion wavelength to take

a specific value, as is needed for phase-matching in single-mode systems. Waveguide designs
incorporating high dispersion can therefore be used to suppress FWM induced signal-to-signal
crosstalk. In addition, in this specific configuration, the signal-idler pair can be far from the pump
wavelengths, and hence away from any noise associated with amplified spontaneous emission
(ASE) from high power amplifiers or stimulated Raman scattering.

Based on previous work on the same FMF [23], the optimal wavelength separation (in the
C-band), for the kind of phase-matching described above, corresponds to ∆λps ≈ 22.8 nm. The
dispersion (which is also the slope of the IGV curves in Fig. 2) for mode LP01 (LP11) was
estimated to be 12.5 ps/nm/km (11.4 ps/nm/km).

3. Experimental details

Our experiments were carried out on a 25.3 µm core-diameter, 100 m long graded index (GI)
FMF [23] with a highly GeO2-doped SiO2 core. The FMF had a parabolic index profile with a
fitted alpha-power of 2.1. While the total number of supported modes in the C-band exceeded
ten, the fiber was fabricated in order to achieve phase-matching in a Bragg Scattering process
involving the LP01 and LP11 modes [23]. Effective areas for the modes were calculated to be
55.7 µm2 (LP01) and 75.6 µm2 (LP11). A propagation loss of around 0.3 dB/km was measured
for the LP01 mode.
The experimental set-up for investigating IM FWM is shown in Fig. 2. Also shown are

the experimentally measured relative inverse group velocity (RIGV) curves of the modes of
interest for our FMF. These measurements have previously been discussed in [23], and their
significance [19, 21] in the context of the current work will be further elaborated in the next
section. The inputs consisted of two L-band continuous-wave (CW) pumps and a C-band signal.
The pumps underwent amplification and their combined power was estimated at 23.5 dBm at the
input of the FMF. Pump light successively went through a polarization controller, a polarizing
beam splitter (PBS) and a rotating λ/2 plate in order to obtain linearly polarized light whose angle
could be varied. A phase-plate was used to launch the free-space pump beam into the LP11 mode
of the GI FMF. The signal was combined with the pumps via a beam-splitter (BS) cube and was
coupled to the LP01 mode of the fiber. To increase the modal purity of the pumps, a two-mode
fiber (TMF) (∼ 1 m) was spliced to the input of the GI FMF. This made it easier to match the
spatial profile of the LP11 mode in the GI FMF, and achieve enhanced selective excitation into
this mode. Any LP01 mode output was directed through free-space into a single-mode fiber
(SMF) and then into an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA), with the LP11 mode pumps being
rejected automatically due to coupling and propagation losses of higher-order-mode light in an
SMF. A modal purity of approximately 20 dB was achieved.

4. Idler gain profile and pump polarization

We now present the results of some basic experimental studies of the ideas presented in the
preceding section. Using a single signal in the Bragg scattering system of Fig. 1, we investigated
the efficiency of idler generation around the optimum signal wavelength (determined by the
pump-signal spacing ∆λps). We set λp1 = 1570 nm and λp2 = 1574 nm (i.e. ∆λpp = 4 nm), and
varied the (CW) signal wavelength around the phase-matched location. The input signal power
was approximately 8.5 dBm. The pumps were linearly co-polarized at the input, and their angle of
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Fig. 2. Experimental setup of the wavelength converter. Also shown are the relative inverse
group velocity (or relative β1) curves of modes LP01 and LP11 of the few-mode fiber.

polarization (with respect to a fixed direction orthogonal to the path of the beam) could be varied
through the combination of a polarizer and λ/2 waveplate. The state of polarization at the signal
was not controlled or varied. We recorded the idler power as a function of signal wavelength
for a number of different pump polarization angles, and a selection of such measurements for
polarization angle increments of 45◦ is shown in Figs. 3(a)-(c).

The results indicate that the optimal pump-signal separation ∆ωps is not strictly defined, and
the idler gain does not always exhibit a global maximum at a single value of ∆ωps (compare, for
instance, Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)).
Further, it was seen that by changing the pump state of polarization arbitrarily (i.e. by

removing the PBS and adjusting the polarization controller so the state was no longer linear), it
was possible to obtain gain profiles exhibiting narrower peaks. One such example is shown in
Fig. 4 (∆λpp = 5 nm here). The local minima adjacent to the main peak at 1547 nm are each
located about 100 GHz away from it, and the 3-dB bandwidth of the central peak is 0.74 nm
(approximately 90 GHz). These results were stable over long periods of time and repeatable,
provided that the fiber was not deliberately perturbed.

In order to explain the variation of idler gain observed above, we begin by noting that optical
fibers are subject to manufacturing imperfections, environmental variations and local mechanical
stress that induce random perturbations in the fiber structure [26]. This breaks the degeneracy of
modes in the same group, which separate into a distinct set of quasi-degenerate modes. Differently
from degenerate modes, all of which possess the same effective index n, quasi-degenerate modes
are characterized by distinct indices that are slightly different. In the following, we indicate the
difference nj − nk between the effective indexes nj and nk of the LP modes j and k with ∆nj,k .
The fundamental mode has been widely studied in the literature, and it is well known that
∆n01x,01y between the two polarisation modes in a standard single-mode fibre is of the order of
10−8 - 10−7 [27]. However, we are unaware of any direct measurements of the index difference
among polarization modes of the LP11 group. We have therefore performed systematic finite-
element-method simulations to compute the modes of group LP11 and their effective index in the
presence of weak perturbations of the fiber structure, such as might result from a slight ellipticity
of the transverse section. These simulations reveal that ∆n11ax,11ay and ∆n11bx,11by are also of the
order of 10−8 - 10−7. However, the index difference between one mode of subgroup LP11a and
one mode of subgroup LP11b, as for example ∆n11ax,11bx or ∆n11ax,11by , is typically two orders of
magnitude larger.

We ascribe this substantial difference to the different spatial distribution of modes in subgroups
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Fig. 3. Measured dependence of gain profile on input polarization angle.

LP11a and LP11b. Consider for example LP11ax and LP11bx . Whenever the perturbation is
localized in the proximity of the lobes of one mode, that mode undergoes a much larger variation
of the refractive index with respect to the other mode, which in turn results in a large index
difference ∆n11ax,11bx . On the contrary, polarization modes of the same subgroup, like LP11ax
and LP11ay , possess the same spatial distribution and therefore, in the presence of perturbations,
they undergo almost the same variation of their effective index, which in turn results in an
extremely small difference ∆n11ax,11ay . In addition, it turns out that the effective index difference
between modes of subgroups LP11a and LP11b is almost unaffected by polarization, that is to
say, ∆n11ax,11bx ≈ ∆n11ax,11by ≈ ∆n11ay,11bx ≈ ∆n11ay,11by , and in the following this is therefore
indicated as ∆n11ab .
Due to the aforementioned large effective index difference, subgroups LP11a and LP11b

propagate with a different group velocity in the fiber. This difference is quantified through the
differential inverse group velocity dIGV11ab = ∆n11ab/c. In practice, this means that two distinct
FWM processes are possible, each involving mode LP01 and one of the LP11a and LP11b modes.
As illustrated in Fig. 5, for fixed pump wavelengths these processes are phase-matched at different
signal wavelengths.
When the input pumps are coupled to the LP11a modes, only the first FWM process occurs:

phase-matching (and maximum idler generation) is achieved at a signal wavelength λa (or
frequency ωa). When the input pump is coupled to LP11b modes, only the second FWM
process occurs and maximum idler conversion is achieved at a different signal wavelength λb.
The difference λb − λa = dIGV11ab/D (where D is the dispersion parameter, or equivalently
ωb − ωa = dIGV11ab/β2) defines the range of tunability of the peak gain. In the realistic case
where ∆n11ab ∼ 10−5, it is of the order of a few nanometers.
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Fig. 4. Measured variation of (normalized) idler power with signal wavelength in the case
when pump polarization is chosen to give narrow bandwidth peaks.

 

 

Fig. 5. Having slightly different dispersion characteristics for the spatial modes within the
group LP11 changes the optimal signal frequency.

Figure 6 displays the related gain profiles as obtained from numerical simulations. In these
simulations we use fiber parameters and birefringence axes that move randomly along the fiber
length as a result of random perturbations [28]. Figure 6(a) shows the calculated gain curves
which are obtained when all the pump energy is contained in either the LP11a or LP11b mode.
Idler gain is maximized at distinctly different wavelengths in the two cases. But when the input
pumps are simultaneously coupled to subgroups LP11a and LP11b, then both are involved in the
IM FWM process. In this case, the gain curve depends on the specific amount of power coupled
into the two subgroups, and can take a form that is a composite of the two curves presented in
Fig. 6(a). Some examples of this are presented in Fig. 6(b). In broad terms, the composite gain is
a combination of the LP11a- and LP11b-only gain curves and may exhibit multiple peaks whose
wavelengths may not coincide with those observed in Fig. 6(a).

These observations are in good agreement with the results in Fig. 3: by varying the polarization
angle of the pump beam at the fiber input, we effectively change the amount of pump power
coupled to subgroups LP11a and LP11b into the fibre [29]). Specifically, the LP11 pump at ωp1
experiences a change in the distribution of power between subgroups LP11a and LP11b (ditto
for the pump at ωp2). This linear exchange of power between the pump subgroups was also
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Fig. 6. (a) Simulated gain profiles in which pump energy is contained exclusively in either
LP11a or LP11b. (b) Simulated gain profiles in which pump energy is coupled to both
subgroups.

verified experimentally by setting up a mode demultiplexer. The demultiplexer was based on
phase-plates of the same type used to launch the higher-order LP11 mode (as shown in Fig. 2).
These phase-plates are holographic optical elements that, in addition to selective mode excitation,
can be used for the modal decomposition of the output beam into its spatial subgroups (see
eg. [30, 31]). Then, following the reasoning given in the preceding paragraphs, this results in
a change in the shape of the gain profile. Multiple peaks can be generated and the range of
tunability of the gain peak in Fig. 3 is about 3 nm (1545-1548 nm), which confirms our previous
estimate.

Based on the above discussion, we should expect that if the input configuration is changed to
one in which the pumps are in the fundamental (LP01) mode group and the signal is in LP11, there
should be minimal impact of pump polarization on idler gain. This is because when we vary the
polarization of the pump beams so as to change the amount of pump power coupled to the LP01x
and LP01y modes, the differential group velocity among them (LP01x and LP01y) is extremely
small when compared to the previous case, which results in a range of tunability of peak gain as
small as 0.01 nm. Since this range is much smaller than the gain bandwidth, in practice we should
not observe any difference in the gain profile, regardless of the input polarization of the pumps.
This was tested by switching the pumps to LP01 and letting λp1 = 1550 nm and λp2 =

1554 nm, while varying the LP11 signal around the optimum offset (∆λps ≈ 22.8 nm). A mode
demultiplexer [31] was set up to accept the LP11 fields. The idler gain profile is shown in Fig. 7.
As expected, in this modified configuration, it was observed that changing the pump polarization
has a minor impact on the overall shape of the profile (compare with Fig. 3).
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Fig. 7. Change in idler power profile when the mode configuration is switched to having the
pumps in the fundamental mode and the signal in the higher order mode.

5. Selective channel conversion

We next set up a WDM experiment to demonstrate channel selectivity in wavelength conversion
based on the principles presented above. The mode configuration shown in Fig. 1 was employed,
now with three signal inputs with equal powers. Three 10 GHz OOK signal channels centered at
193.3 THz (≈ 1550.9 nm) and separated by 100 GHz (≈ 0.8 nm) were amplified and launched
into the LP01 mode with a total power of 18 dBm into the fiber (stable idler demodulation was
demonstrated previously in [25]). After signal amplification, any amplified spontaneous emission
(ASE) from the erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) outside the band of the signals was filtered
away to preserve the optical signal to noise ratio (OSNR) of the generated IM FWM idlers. The
polarization of the input signals was kept linear and co-polarized to one another.

The spectra in Figs. 8(a)-(c) show experimental results obtained as the two pumps were tuned
in increments of 100 GHz. The signals are denoted by λi (i = 1, 2, 3) and the corresponding IM
FWM idlers are labelled λ′i . The pumps are labelled as P1 and P2, and ∆λps was kept equal
to 22.8 nm at all times, i.e. the wavelength separation between the signal of interest and the
pumps was kept at this fixed value. To keep the idlers well separated in wavelength from the
signals, ∆λpp was maintained at 5.15 nm. The sharp drop in power around the spectral region of
the signals is due to the filtering mentioned above. Also visible are idler peaks resulting from
intra-modal FWM among the signals in LP01, at either side of the signal wavelengths.

Once the pump wavelengths had been tuned appropriately for conversion of a given channel, a
polarization controller was used to adjust pump polarization (not necessarily linear) to further
optimize idler selectivity. Fig. 8(a) shows Pump 1 (P1) and signal λ1 separated by about 22.8 nm
from each other. Clearly, out of the three signals, λ1 is converted most efficiently to the idler
denoted by λ′1, with an extinction ratio of about 16 dB relative to the other idlers. Next, by tuning
the pumps to achieve a separation of 22.8 nm with signal λ2, and subsequently adjusting (pump)
polarization to optimize idler generation at λ′2 results in the situation in Fig. 8(b). Similarly,
Fig. 8(c) shows the case for the selective generation of idler λ′3. In all cases, extinction ratios in
excess of 10.0 dB were achieved.
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Fig. 8. (a)-(c) Spectra at the LP01 port when the pumps are scanned in increments of 100
GHz for conversion to idlers λ′1, λ

′
2 and λ′3 respectively.

6. Conclusions

We have exploited IM FWM in a dispersive FMF to achieve selective wavelength conversion of
individual WDM channels on a 100 GHz spacing. Our configuration employed pumps in the
LP11 mode and kept the signal in the fundamental mode. We have also discussed the role of
mode group degeneracy in further controlling the selectivity. It was found that pump wavelength
could be used in conjunction with (pump) polarization, which effectively controlled coupling
to the individual spatial modes within the LP11 mode group, to tune the idler gain profile. We
were able to achieve up to 16 dB power extinction between the channel of interest and the other
wavelength channels.
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